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5/6/2020 

California Energy Commision 

To Whom it may Concern, 

 

This letter is in regards to Cal Energy and the CEC trying to take away their accreditation as well as all 

past and future jobs registered. Our business last year was comprised of more than 250 new home 

construction HERS test, over 3000 alteration jobs HERS tested, and over 75- T24 calculations for 

additions and new construction.  

Cal Energy (CHEERS) has been absolutely the best company to work with. We have worked with them all 

including the ones that are not still here. My customers which are comprised of over 70 contractors rely 

on myself and CHEERS to  follow through and get certs in a way that no one else can do. They 

implemented the program with apps from your smart phone to cut down on input time. They have 

worked with personnel to get them trained properly. CHEERS has always strived to fulfill and accomplish 

the needs of Contractors as well as homeowners. They have been very competitive in pricing and have 

shown that there measures of good business has been a positive impact on this industry.  

There should be absolutely no discussion as to if CHEERS should have to re -register documents or go 

through any other type of certification. WE NEED THEM! EVERYONE NEEDS THEM!  

Calcerts was a monopoly for many years and they capitalized on that for many years. We should have a 

choice and the RIGHT choice is CalEnergy (CHEERS). This complaint from Calcerts is a direct result of 

retaliation. CHEERS has done a better job and because of that I know for fact that CHEERS has retained 

some of Calcerts customers. Price, quality and they answer their phones and take question.  

If the CEC finds that any jobs registered will have to be retested or hinders the ability of HERS raters and 

contractors to complete their jobs I am positive there will be an outcry from this industry as well as 

many civil suits. This could and will impact this economy especially in these times.  

Chris Stark  

Oakridge Energy & Construction, Inc 




